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Abstract—Understanding the behavior of an operations process and capturing it as an abstract process model has been shown
to improve dependability significantly [1]. In particular, process
context can be used for error detection, diagnosis, and even
automated recovery. Creating the process model is an essential
step in determining process context and, consequently, improving
dependability. This paper describes two systems. The first, PODDiscovery, simplifies the creation of such an abstract process
model from operations logs. An activity that previously required
many manual steps can now be done largely automatically and
in minutes. Using the discovered model, the second system, PODViz, provides operators with the ability to visualize the current
state of an operations process in near-real-time and to replay a
set of events to understand how the process context changed over
time. This allows operators to trace the progress of an operations
process easily, and helps in analyzing encountered errors.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

It is well known in the dependability community [2] that
the dependability of a system or a collection of systems
depends not only on the actions of the system(s) but also
on the environment in which these systems are executing.
Multiple industry surveys, e.g. [3], and research studies, e.g.,
[4], state that as many as half of the outages to mission critical
systems are caused by problems in operations processes, such
as software upgrades. Thus, the impact of operations processes
on applications is an important factor in system dependability.
This is the basis for our earlier work [1], where we
reported that, when viewing operations activities as abstract
processes and using the process context as guidance, error
detection can be substantially improved. In this case, the
process context provides the connection between the operations
processes and the environment in which the system(s) are
operating. Exploiting this connection between process context
and dependability depends critically on the ability to quickly
and easily create a model that enables determination of the
process context. That is the goal of POD-Discovery, the first
tool we report on in this paper. At process runtime, detected
errors and the current state of the operations process need to
be made accessible in an effective way, which is the goal of
the second tool we present in this paper, POD-Viz.
Consider the example of upgrading an application running on 8 virtual machines (VMs) on Amazon Web Services
(AWS)1 , using rolling upgrade as implemented by Netflix Asgard2 : after changing the launch configuration for the cluster,
1 https://aws.amazon.com,

accessed 30/4/2015.
2 https://github.com/Netflix/asgard, accessed 24/11/2014.

one by one each VM is terminated and replaced with a new
VM, running the new version of the application. This process
will serve as a running example throughout the paper. Rolling
upgrade changes the performance metrics of the cluster, and
hence, while running, renders traditional anomaly detection
tools largely useless. A myriad of things can go wrong during
the upgrade, for reasons spanning from cloud uncertainty over
API unreliability to concurrent operations competing for the
state of the same VMs. By utilizing a process model and
runtime process context, we have shown – among others – that
errors can be detected and diagnosed in a timely fashion [1],
and that analysis of performance variations can consider if a
variation is due to operations or due to an error [5].
Generation of the process model from logs using the
methodology described in our earlier work [1], [6] was laborintensive, highly manual, and error-prone. 5 different thirdparty tools were used, there were 13 distinct steps in the
generation which included code in 3 different programming
languages, taking an expert 3-6 hours to get from a set of log
files to an acceptable process model. In this paper, we present
the tool POD-Discovery, to simplify the creation of the process
model from logs. POD-Discovery implements and optimizes
all the above steps, up to the point where standard process
mining tools can be used for the final process model discovery
step. Using POD-Discovery, the same expert now goes through
three steps and it takes on the order of 10 minutes.
In addition, we present POD-Viz, a tool that visualizes
the current execution state of a process in near-real-time
on models discovered using POD-Discovery. POD-Viz also
displays error and diagnosis messages that it receives from
respective services. Replaying a set of past process events
in POD-Viz can help to understand how the process context
changed over time, particularly when leading up to an error.
The tools described in this paper make novel contributions:
•

Clustering low-level event traces into higher-level
events with POD-Discovery, through a novel distance
metric for log lines and a novel interactive control
method for the clustering procedure through direct
manipulation on a dendrogram.

•

Visualizing progress on a process instance with PODViz, along with any error and diagnostic information,
and the feature to rewind and replay earlier events.

•

Both tools rely primarily on log messages from operations tools, and hence require no changes to the operations tools – they follow a non-intrusive philosophy

for process discovery, error detection, and monitoring.
Screencast videos demonstrating the use of POD-Discovery
and POD-Viz are available through our website.3 The paper
proceeds by presenting the mechanics and features PODDiscovery and POD-Viz in the next two sections. Subsequently, we discuss limitations and related work in Section IV.
Section V describes how the tools are going to be demonstrated
at the conference, before Section VI concludes the paper.
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II.

POD-D ISCOVERY

In order to achieve the increased dependability unveiled
in our earlier work [1], one must obtain a process model
from the log events a given tool emits. This is done through
the use of process mining techniques [7]. However, process
mining techniques are designed for business-level events, e.g.,
as generated by ERP or CRM systems. These techniques are
not directly applicable to low-level system logs, such as from
operating systems, middleware, platforms, and infrastructureas-code approaches. In order to deal with such low-level,
voluminous log messages, the user needs to cluster them into
meaningful process events, such that they are comparable to
business-level events. When traces of such higher-level process
events have been obtained through clustering, standard process
mining techniques can be used.
The first tool we present here has been developed to
make clustering efficient and to reduce complexity, so that the
interface is more scalable. By a more scalable interface we
mean allowing the user to abstract from fine-grained details,
so that the UI is still usable on thousands of events.
A. Overview
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the approach implemented
by POD-Discovery. We describe the high-level logic in this
section, before delving into details. First, logs are collected
from the systems that are to be monitored. These logs form
the input to POD-Discovery; the scope of POD-Discovery
is indicated by the dashed box on the left of Fig. 1. PODDiscovery computes a specialized distance metric between
pairs of log lines, and then performs Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC, see e.g., [8]) based on that distance.
The user adapts the clusters according to her understanding of
the process being captured, and finally assigns names to the
clusters. The clusters and respective cluster names then form
the basis for deriving transformation rules for the original log.
Using the transformation rules, the whole log is converted into
an event trace, which is exported in a standardized format. This
format is accepted by various process mining tools, which can
discover a model from the event traces – see the “Current
Model” in Fig. 1 for an example. Process models allow
expressing manifold behavior in a compact fashion, including –
among many other constructs – parallelism, (exclusive) choice,
and repetition.
The user evaluates if the model fits her understanding
– if not, she adapts the clusters and cluster names and reruns the remaining steps. Once the model is satisfactory, the
procedure completes with the export of the process model and
the transformation rules, for import into runtime error detection
3 http://reliableops.com
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Fig. 1: Overview of the POD-Discovery approach

services and POD-Viz, as discussed in Section III. We now
discuss each of the steps in more detail.
B. Log Line Distance and Clustering
The goal of the clustering is to group log lines that belong
to the same activity, i.e., a step of the process at a desired
level of abstraction. What that desired level of abstraction
is depends on the system to be monitored, and is up to the
user to decide. Typically, activities of interest have an effect
of interest, such as an observable change of state. To give a
concrete example, take the launch of a new virtual machine.
Periodic status outputs of “still waiting for the VM to start” can
usually be grouped together. The interesting change in status
is reached when the VM actually completed the launch and
boot-up sequence and is ready to serve requests.
In order to provide a meaningful clustering result, the key
is in calculating a meaningful log line distance. To achieve this,
POD-Discovery splits each log line into a hierarchy of tokens.
An example of this tokenization is shown in Fig. 2. Several
characters are interpreted as splitting points between tokens,
such as various kinds of braces, tab stops, etc. As can be seen
from Fig. 2, POD-Discovery recognizes specific tokes such as
time, date, IP addresses, URLs, etc., as well as specific Amazon Web Services (AWS) identifiers, including instance IDs,
e.g., i-1a2b3c4d, and AMI IDs, e.g., ami-2b3c4d5e.
For each of the token types, specific distance token metrics
can be defined. These are applied whenever two tokens of
the same type are compared. Fig. 3 shows an example of
the comparison based on the tokenization and token typespecific distance calculation. The default token type is String,

[2013-07-12 16:11:05,640] ... {Client: localhost 127.0.0.1} ... It took 3m 28s for instance i-3fb96c03 to terminate and be replaced by i-0213e53e
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Fig. 2: Tokenizing log lines
Log line 1:
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[2013-07-12 16:14:36,912] ... {Client: control-node 10.10.21.153} ... ami-a105959b ... It took 2m 23s for instance i-3663730b to terminate and be replaced by i-ccab91f1

Fig. 3: Calculating log line distance based on token distances

and the distance metric applied for String comparison is the
Levenshtein distance [9]. If one token is compared with a token
of another type, the maximal distance, “1”, is assigned.
In order to identify activities, it is often helpful to ignore
varying parameters, such as IP addresses and IDs. Therefore,
the default metric is to simply return “0” as a distance for any
pair of, say, IP addresses. For other token types, such as datetime (consisting of a date and a time token), a more specific
calculation can be made, such as the total time elapsed between
the two date-time tokens.
The set of token types can easily be adapted if need be,
through a plugin mechanism: the token types are defined in a
configuration file, each with a regular expression. The order in
the file specifies the order in which the regular expressions
are matched. A given string is interpreted as a token of
the first type whose regular expression matches. Comparison
implementations, i.e., token type-specific distance metrics, are
referred to by Java class name in the configuration file, where
the class is required to implement a given interface. When
POD-Discovery compares two tokens of a type, the respective
Java class is instantiated. New token types can thus be added
by adding a regular expression and a Java class implementing
the comparison of two tokens of that type.
As a final step, all token distances are multiplied by the
token length, added up, and divided by the length of the longer
log line for normalization. The set of distances is then passed
into an implementation of the HAC “average-link” algorithm
[8, Chapter 4] for clustering.
C. Dendrogram-based Cluster Selection
The HAC results are shown to the user as a Dendrogram,
which forms the blue tree depicted in the POD-Discovery
screenshot of the respective screen, Fig. 4. A dendrogram,
in general, is a tree of nested clusters. The root cluster (top
node in Fig. 4) represents a cluster containing all items, i.e.,
log lines in our case. The leaf nodes on the bottom of Fig. 4
represent clusters of size 1, i.e., individual log lines. The nodes
in between each represent a cluster that forms the union of the
two child node clusters. The maximum distance between any

pair of log lines in a cluster increases proportionally with the
height of the node. Observe the orange scale4 on the left of
Fig. 4: this shows the distance at which two child clusters are
merged into a parent cluster. For instance, the left-most orange
circle is around a dendrogram node that merges its two subtrees into one cluster at a distance of 28%.
The user can interact with the dendrogram screen of PODDiscovery in several ways. The dendrogram represents many
possible options how to cluster the log lines. For instance, for
the left-most log line, should it form a cluster by itself, or be
part of the cluster at 2%, or the one at 4%, at 18%, or even
the one at 28%? The user can make that decision by selecting
the nodes representing these clusters. In POD-Discovery, the
selected nodes are shown in orange, as shown in Fig. 4.
In order to make the decision about the clusters, it is
important to know which log lines are clustered in which node.
This can be observed after clicking on any node, which leads
to the contained log lines being shown in the text box below
the dendrogram.
The orange circles can be modified in two ways. The first
option is to click on the orange scale on the left, say at
20%. Then, the nodes closest to 20% will be selected for
each sub-tree that intersects with the 20% threshold. This
is fairly coarse-grained, and in our experience hardly ever
led to satisfactory results. However, for a first selection it is
very useful. The second option allows fine-grained tuning, by
dragging-and-dropping the orange circle from a selected node
to another node, which has to be either on the sub-tree below
the selected node or on a path from the selected node to the
root. The selected nodes will then be updated to match this
change. For instance, if the left-most orange circle is moved
to one of its children, then the other child will be selected as
well. All manipulations are implemented such that each leaf
node is always contained in exactly one selected cluster.
Finally, if the log contained thousands of lines, the dendrogram would become very wide, and it would be very hard to
get an overview. Therefore, the user can abstract from nodes
4 Note that the distance is rounded to 2% for clarity of presentation. This
is a customizable setting.

Fig. 4: Selecting clusters in the dendrogram (POD-Discovery screenshot)

with a high similarity. This is done using the white slider next
to the orange scale – set to 0% (no abstraction) in Fig. 4. By
pulling the lever up, all nodes below the selected abstraction
level are hidden – so long as they are part of a selected higherlevel cluster. Selected lower-level clusters are shown as before,
but all their children are hidden.
The demonstration video of POD-Discovery mentioned in
the introduction shows all these interactions.
D. Cluster Fine-tuning and Naming
While the dendrogram allows already for fairly finegranular selection of clusters, it only permits changes that
follow its tree structure. Further fine-tuning of the clusters
may be needed, e.g., when relatively similar log lines belong
to different activities. In POD-Discovery, this can be done
using the screen shown in Fig. 5. This step comes after
the dendrogram manipulation, by clicking the button labeled
“Next” shown in the right upper corner of Fig. 4. It shows all
clusters and their log lines in text boxes. The user can dragand-drop log lines from one cluster to another, remove them,
create new clusters or remove empty ones.
In addition, the user has the task of naming the clusters.
Each cluster becomes an activity on the process level, so
the assigned names become the activity names in the process
model. Hence it is important to assign speaking names.

to annotate to a given log line. The rule conclusion is thus
the annotation of the cluster name. The rule condition is a
regular expressions that captures all log lines in a cluster, and
generalizes selectively over this set.
In particular, each cluster is a group of log lines, split into
tokens. For token types, the behavior during export can be controlled in a specific way, similar to token type-specific distance
metrics. In the absence of specific instructions, POD-Discovery
interprets tokens as Strings, except if the distance metric is
statically “0”: then any occurrence of the token is replaced by
the regular expression for the token type. For example, instance
ID i-1a2b3c4d is replaced by i-[0-9a-f]{8}, where
the part after the “i-” refers to exactly 8 hexadecimal values.
For date, time, and date-time tokens the same is applied.
Furthermore, any numerical values in a log line that differ
between otherwise identical log lines are replaced by \d+,
i.e., a regular expression that accepts any number. For the
remaining text portions of the log lines, a regular expression
is derived by constructing minimal acyclic DFA (deterministic
finite automaton) as described by Watson [10], and by turning
this DFA into a regular expression.
By then applying the transformation rules constructed as
per above to the original log, we obtain an activity annotation
for each log line.
F. Export

E. Transformation Rules
Once the cluster contents and names have been finalized
for the current iteration, the tool can derive and apply transformation rules. A transformation rule specifies which name

Process mining is an active field of research, see e.g.,
[7], and various companies offer tools in that space. In order
to allow these tools to operate on our annotated log lines,
we export them in a standardized format. The standard for

Fig. 5: Fine-tuning and naming clusters (partial POD-Discovery screenshot)

process mining event traces is called extensible event stream
(XES)5 . We use the reference implementation, OpenXES 2.0,
which is available from the standard’s website. An alternative
output format that we support for historic reasons are commaseparated value (CSV) files. Also, POD-Discovery can export
the set of transformation rules, which can be imported by
various other services in our overall architecture, such as PODDetection services and POD-Viz.
G. Process Discovery
Finally, the exported event traces can be imported to a
process discovery tool, such as ProM6 or Disco7 . The result
of discovering a process model in Disco from the event trace
exported from Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6.
A myriad of process discovery algorithms exist in the
literature, therefore it would not be practical to re-implement
these in POD-Discovery. Instead, we make use of the XES
standard for exporting event traces from POD-Discovery, so
that the tool and algorithm of choice can be selected. PODDiscovery is used at design time. Once a suitable process
model has been derived, it can be used at runtime.
III.

POD-V IZ

At runtime, it is important for operators to gain visibility
into processes that affect the systems under their control. To
that end, we developed POD-Viz, a visualization application
that is fed with live information from running operations
processes. The two main challenges for operators which PODViz addresses are:
•
•

Obtaining a view of the current state of the operations
process, including alerts – if any.
Tracing the order of events that led to an alert, for
diagnosis.

A. POD Runtime Architecture
The POD runtime design follows the microservice architecture approach [11]: several services provide solely a dedicated,
5 http://www.xes-standard.org/,

accessed on 21/11/2014.
accessed on 21/11/2014.
7 http://www.fluxicon.com/disco/, accessed on 21/11/2014.
6 http://www.promtools.org/,

Fig. 6: Discovered process model (Disco screenshot)

small function, and communicate through defined interfaces
with each other. Each component is self-contained and can be
registered to receive updates from other services.
POD runtime includes error detection services, error diagnosis services, and recovery services. If any service is
not present, the remaining set of services can still deliver
their respective functionality. Any service can be registered to
receive messages from another service, in a publish-subscribe
fashion. Error detection services can include timeout values: if
an expected event is not received at most x seconds after the
previous event, this triggers an alarm as well.
POD-Viz is another service in this architecture. In the following sections we describe the kinds of messages it subscribes
to and how it visualizes the information contained in them in

Fig. 7: Observing process state without errors in POD-Viz

relation to process models discovered through POD-Discovery.
B. Messaging and Message Processing
Out of the different types of messages that can be sent
between the services, two are of particular relevance to PODViz: log messages and alerts. Log messages originate from an
operations tool, such as Netflix Asgard. We use Logstash8 to
detect new log lines, filter them, and ship relevant log lines to
registered POD services. POD-Viz offers a service interface
where it accepts log messages. Equipped with the process
model and the transformation rules from POD-Discovery,
POD-Viz can process the original log lines and understand
to which process activity they belong. With this information,
it can update the view on the process model.
A set of error detection and diagnosis services of POD have
been described in [1]. If present, the error detection services
receive any new log line from Logstash as well. When an error
is detected, an alert message is sent to the diagnosis service
and POD-Viz, which displays the alert as a possible error. The
diagnosis service then tries to find the (root) cause of the error.
Since there is a small rate of false positives, and since some
errors are transient, the diagnosis service might determine that
no error is actually present, and send a message to that effect
to POD-Viz. If, in contrast, an error is confirmed and a cause
for the error determined, a message containing more details
is sent to POD-Viz – and potentially further alarms are sent
directly to pagers/mobile phones of operations staff on duty.
8 http://logstash.net/,

accessed 24/11/2014.

C. POD-Viz Visualization
POD-Viz is a Web application that has two types of pages:
(i) an overview list of all running and past process instances
(not shown), and (ii) a page for displaying details of a process
instance. Fig. 7 depicts the details page during a normal run
of a process, and Fig. 8 shows the same page after an error
has been detected. A collapsible dashboard is available on
both pages. It shows important information about all running
process instances, such as the current status – see the box
labeled “Process Instances” in Fig. 7.
The process instance details page consists of three main
components, besides the dashboard. The time line widget on
the left shows current metrics from the cluster of machines,
such as average CPU utilization and network traffic – these
can be retrieved from monitoring services such as AWS
CloudWatch. When an event occurs, it is shown as a vertical
bar at the particular point in time when it was registered. The
process model view on the right shows the current execution
state of the process. Specifically, previously executed activities
are shown in blue, not-yet-executed activities in grey, the last
activity for which an event was registered is highlighted in
green (as in Fig. 7), and an activity associated with an error
in red (as in Fig. 8). The same color code is used for event
bars on the time line. Finally, details of the latest events are
shown at the bottom of the page.
Fig. 8 further demonstrates how an error can be analyzed.
It depicts an error message, prominently displayed with a red
background, as well as the details of corresponding log lines.
POD-Viz has two modes in general: a replay and a live mode.
These are controlled by the music player-like controls below

Fig. 8: Error display and analysis in POD-Viz

the time line widget. Clicking “pause” switches to the replay
mode, where the user can jump backward and forward, event
by event, through clicks on the “previous” / “next” buttons.
Clicking “play” switches to the live view, where the page
updates whenever new events trickle in: the content of the time
line widget is continuously scrolling to the left, so that current
values and events appear on the right; updates to activity states
in the process model and new log lines appear as soon as
they are received. Clicking on an event bar in the time line
switches to replay mode, showing the state right after that
event happened. Replay enables the operator to understand the
sequence of events leading up to an error.
Processing of new log lines continues in the background,
regardless of the mode the UI is currently in. While in “pause”
mode, any new messages, such as new errors, are only visible
through the dashboard.
IV.

D ISCUSSION

A. Limitations
POD-Discovery assumes that log files are plain text files,
where each line represents an event. This is the standard
format for many tools. The tool applies only to log files where
this is given, or feasible to achieve through pre-processing.
Furthermore, POD-Discovery implements one standard way
of performing clustering, which may or may not work well on
a given kind of log files. In order to customize the clustering,
POD-Discovery offers a plugin mechanism to adapt the configuration and implementation, as discussed in Section II-B,
and there is the fine-tuning option discussed in Section II-D.
With these options, clustering should often be possible, but
might not be as convenient as when the default implementation
works well. Process mining in general has a few assumptions,
see e.g. [7].

POD-Viz assumes that it receives information promptly,
but is dependent on external systems (e.g., for error detection).
POD-Viz can be very helpful in situations where a somewhat
structured process is followed, and where operators benefits
from a process-based view.
Error detection services may be specific to certain processes. Purely log-based detection services, such as conformance checking [1], require only the customization offered by
POD-Discovery – but in turn have strengths and limitations.
In short, conformance checking can detect errors that are unknown a priori, but is limited to errors that actually change the
log behavior. Assertion evaluation services, as those discussed
in [1], can detect in principle any observable errors, but require
a priori knowledge and coding.
B. Related Work
On the topic of clustering data for process mining, there
have been a number of works. The approach with the closest
relation to POD-Discovery, van Dongen and Adriansyah [12],
provides a simple clustering mechanism during process discovery. The goal is to discover process models from lowerlevel and higher-level events, and to display performance
information on top of the discovered model. The clustered
lower-level events become part of the process model. This
approach is infeasible if there are hundreds or thousands of log
events, since it overburdens the process discovery algorithm
with the additional task of clustering. Many other approaches,
such as [13], [14], [15], focus on clustering log traces, not
events. The goal of these approaches is to find events that
belong to the same trace, whereas our focus is orthogonal:
POD-Discovery clusters events that belong to the same higherlevel activity.
In terms of clustering tools using dendrograms, we are only

aware of tools that use a single threshold on the dendrograms.
For instance, a blog entry [16] describes a tool that interactively displays dendrograms. It still applies a single threshold
over the whole dendrogram for the clustering. In contrast,
POD-Discovery allows the user to select a separate threshold
(and thus clustering granularity) for each subtree – so long as
this results in every leaf node being part of exactly one cluster.
POD-Viz, on the other hand, offers functionality that is
similar to parts of what several process execution engines
offer, e.g., Intalio BPMS9 . Management interfaces of these
execution engines allow to explore the current status of the
process model, visually, through data variable content, etc.; and
they display error messages. However, the difference is that
these interfaces provide information about what is happening
inside the execution engine. In contrast, POD-Viz provides
information about processes running in other tools or sets of
tools. It is thus part of the POD tool set, which can provide
non-intrusive error detection and diagnosis. Furthermore, the
error/diagnostic messages displayed stem from other services
in the POD tool family, not the tool producing the original log
messages. We are not aware of any tool similar to POD-Viz
in this respect.
V.

D EMONSTRATION O UTLINE

any error or diagnosis messages. It also allows to replay the
observed events, which is useful to get insights into how
a sequence of events led up to a fault. POD-Viz is part
of a microservice architecture of services for detecting and
diagnosing services at runtime, and recovering from them.
Screencast videos of both tools are available, see footnote 3
on page 2.
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